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Halloween Houses Pattern Notes: 

Fabrics are assumed to be quilt shop quality cottons 42-44 inches wide. WOF = width of fabric. RST = 
right sides together. Seams are 1/4 inch unless otherwise noted. Read through the entire pattern before 
you begin. 

Materials: 

Halloween prints or solids in Halloween colors. You can make whatever you like with this pattern from a 
mug rug to a cushion cover to a table runner to a quilt and everything else you can think of. This pattern 
will give you some cutting ideas so you can modify it to your desired project. You could even use 
Christmas prints and make Christmas houses. Or pastels and make Spring/Easter houses. 

Blocks are 9 inches (8.5 inches finished). If you make a quilt that is 10 blocks by 10 blocks it will be 85 
inches square which is big enough for a queen size bed. If you put three blocks together you can make a 
table runner. Add sashing and borders to make it longer and wider. Make just one block and bind it for a 
mug rug or add borders to it to make a cushion cover. 

For each block you need one 9” square for the house and two 4 3/4 inch squares for the background 
(sky). This pattern will also give options for piecing or appliqueing doors and windows. 

Cutting Options: 

If you are cutting your pieces from yardage: 

Cut a 9 inch strip and sub cut into four 9 inch squares. 

Cut a 4 ¾ inch strip and sub cut into eight 4 ¾ inch squares. 

Continue cutting as many as you need for your project. 

If you are using fat quarters: 

If you cut carefully you can get four 9 inch squares from one fat quarter. 

You can get twelve 4 ¾ inch squares from one fat quarter. 

If you are using a layer cake: 

You can get one nine inch square from a layer cake square and four 4 ¾ inch squares from a layer cake 
square. 

Piecing options and ideas: You can make all your houses the same or mix them up. Some can have 
doors and windows and even a chimney or if you need a really quick quilt they can be just plain house 
shapes. If you run out of themed fabric you can run black or grey sashing between the rows to make 
streets. You can even switch up your background for each row so the sky can have different looks. 
Make empty lots with a plain 9" square.

Making the basic house blocks: 

Take your 4 ¾” squares and mark a diagonal line on the back from one corner to the opposite corner. 

Note: These two strips 
give you enough for four 
blocks. 
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Put one 4 ¾” background square RST in the top corner of a 9 inch house square. Stitch on the marked 
line and trim a quarter inch from the seam. Press the seam towards the background. Repeat for the 
other top corner of the house square. 

Make as many houses as you need for your project. 

To embellish the houses trace applique pieces from the next page onto fusible web and fuse to the back 
of small scraps of fabric. Using yellow will make it look like the lights are on in the house or the door is 
open. Using black will give a spookier feel. Follow product instructions for the fusible web you are using. 
Fuse your window and door pieces onto your house and zig zag or blanket stitch with your machine to 
secure to your house and prevent fraying if the quilt is washed. 

If you prefer you could improv piece your window and door into your houses as follows: 

Cut your 9” square vertically at or near the middle. Cut a door piece the height and width you would like 
your door to be plus ¼ inch on all sides. Sew a scrap piece of the same fabric as your house square to the 
top edge of the door. Trim so they are the same width sew this piece between the two pieces of your 
house. Repeat this process to add in a window. Trim your house block to 9” square and add your 
background triangles as above. 

If you would like a chimney on your house do the same with a background square. Cut it in half, insert a 
chimney piece and square up to 4 ¾ inches. Then continue as per the above diagrams drawing a line 
diagonally across the square and sewing it to the house block. 

Note: Keep your windows 
and doors low enough on 
the house square that 
you do not sew through 
them when you add the 
background squares to 
the upper corners. 

Note: Save your triangle off-
cuts and sew them with a 
quarter inch seam. This will 
give you half square triangle 
units that you can use to make 
a bonus project such as a 
pillow cover or table topper. 
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